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Vb1
I tod keep you hand to yourself
But you keep riding me
Until I drop you
But you won't come back
Cause you messed up
By me
You keep on apologize
For the stuff in you did
I'm stuck in the middle
While we keep on agree
Well this good bye

Verse1
These goodbye kept on come
To the truth I was ready to see you
This good bye without miss you
I know this got to be crazy (without you)
Cause I know this last I see you
Well this good bye
This good bye to everything
Do right
Hold me tight

Pre chorus
To everything we forget
Because I believe that we see each other again
Hope a chain letter that say I love you
Don't wanna to lose you
If I do who be there to love me . To kiss me, to make
love to me
To smile with me
This mean goodbye

Verse 2
I seaching for you everywhere where I be next to you
time you find in your heart too
Love me, I beginning this to find your love I can't seem
to find
So this goodbye to everything to our heart to love
wehad
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Not at the finish yet can you help
To save myself from your destruction
This goodbye can you help me, can you help to find my
start

Vb2
I told you your hand to yourself
But you riding me
Until I drop you
Cause you messed up
By me
You keep on apologize
For the stuff you did
I'm stuck in the middle
While we keep on argue
Well this good bye

Verse 2
These goodbye kept on come
To the truth I was ready to see you
This good bye without miss you
I know this go to be crazy
Cause I know this last I see you
Well this goodbye
This goodbye to everything
Do right
Hold me tight

Chorus 2
To everything we forget 
Because I believe that we see each other again
Hope a chain letter that say I love you
Don't wanna to lose you
If I do who be there to love me, to kiss me, to make love
to me
To smile with me
This mean goodbye

Vb3
I told keep your hand tp yourself
But you keep riding me
Until I drop you
But you won't come back
Cause you messed up
By me
You keep on apologize
For the stuff you did
I'm stuck in the middle
While we keep on argue
Well this good bye
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